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Submission content: The Greater Sydney Commission's plan for
dividing Sydney into three is based on socioeconomic status, and I
consider this to be unethical. The entire plan, and that of the western
Sydney Commission in particular seeks solely to reinforce the
economic and social divide between east and west - low paid
warehouse jobs in the west, high paid corporate jobs in the east. It
divides Sydney based on the 'lattè line'. I don't believe that to be
ethical. The comission raves about a '30 minute city'. Yet the only real
rail line goes from Leppington to St Marys. This can only make sense
to someone who has no knowledge of the area whatsoever. The main
population and commercial centres are Campbelltown and Penrith!
That is the rail link that is essential! I also note the enormous disparity
in commitment to rail lines between the wealthy east and working class
west. The west needs many more rail links, and the capacity of the
western and south western lines need to be expanded to cope.
Another point on the '30 minute city': it takes 30 minutes just to get
from Penrith to the M5, yet there is no proposal to improve either the
roads or public transport in Penrith! No light rail for the west! We're not
good enough. My final point on the '30 minute city': it is naive and
unattainable. Unless, of course, affordable housing is made available
THROUGHOUT Sydney - so that people can afford to live where they



work (if they so choose). Because 'live nearby' is not generally a
criterium on job applications. Because people get jobs based on their
suitability, not where they live. And, the eastern city still needs its
police, ambulance officers, nurses, tradies, labourers, chefs, waiters,
barstaff... You get my drift. And since they can't afford a home in the
east, they have to travel MORE THAN 30 MINUTES from the west.
Providing a bunch of warehouses around an airport will not change
that. So the '30 minute city', as proposed, is a con job, and I do not
appreciate being peddled a con job. It's nearly as insulting as dividing
Sydney along the lattè line. AND TALKING OF CON JOBS: The
biggest con job of all - the western Sydney airport, which, according to
the commission is going to create some kind of utopia with jobs for all.
1. Liveability and airport are contradictory terms. Aircraft noise
increases rates of annoyance, stress, heart disease, stroke, and
mental illness. Aircraft noise decreases liveability, satisfaction,
educational success, biodiversity, enjoyment of parks, reserves and
national parks and decreases visitation to such areas. So the
commission's spruiking of the airport makes a nonsense of claims of
'liveability'. Just another con. 2. 'Sustainability' and 'airport'. Well, the
contradiction between those two should be obvious to anyone. But
apparently not to the Commission. Fossil fuel, enormous quantities of
climate change inducing pollutants...need I say more. Another con job.
THE ONLY WAY THAT LIVEABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY CAN BE
ACHIEVED IS BY CANNING THE AIRPORT! The commission's
obsessive promotion of the airport makes hypocrits of themselves. If
the commission were truly independent, and truly honest, and
genuinely concerned for the welfare of residents, they would make this
clear: that liveability and sustainability are not compatible or achievable
if an airport is constructed in western Sydney. Quite the opposite. 3.
Jobs bonanza! Jobs and growth! Jobs and growth! The commission's
dovument seems to be an echo of a certain political campaign... And
apparently the only way of getting those jobs is by burdening us with
an airport - and a freight airport at that! People get all of the negative
impacts and will still have to travel all the way to KSA to catch a plane!



And here is the biggest problem of all with the western Sydney
commission's plan: it is based solely around a single enterprise. If the
airport fails to deliver on the myriad of fantastical promises, as well it
may, the whole plan falls apart. There is no contingency. Western
Sydney would be stuffed. Not a very good plan. Especially since
economic analysis have shown that it WILL fail. That it is 'deeply
uneconomic', will be 'unprofitable for decades'. Melbourne thought they
needed a second international airport too. Like Badgerys Creek, it's
located 50km from where most travellers want to go - the CBD.
Although...it takes a LOT longer to get to the Sydney CBD from
Badgerys Creek than to the Melbourne CBD from Avalon. Now,
speaking of Avalon, it's a financial flop and international carriers refuse
to use it. It employs only a few hundred people. Why does Sydney
have to make the same mistake?!! Are we really that stupid? A high
speed rail hub would be eminently more desirable than an airport. AND
compatible with both liveability AND sustainability, as well as being
economically sound. TRAINS NOT PLANES. We don't commute to
work on planes. Not in western Sydney, anyway. What is truly
horrendous about all of this is that the approval of this monstrosity was
based on an EIS that used fraudulent data, ignored the consensus of
published literature, and misinterpreted publications that it did cite!
Supporting such an act can only be called dishonest. At best. So I
believe that you need to go back to the drawing board.


